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are represented by university students and field-work can be carried on during vacations.
For further information write to the Head of the Department of Linguistics and Nigerian
Languages, University of Ibadan, Nigeria.

The Department is also publishing Research Notes with the object of making available
data and research notes of members of the Department of Linguistics and Nigerian Lan-
guages and those of other people working on West African languages who care to contri-
bute. The object is not to publish finished articles and papers, but rather word lists, texts
or folk-tales, short notes, etc., on West African languages.

The first issue is now available and contains:

Ijo Proverbs by R. A. Freemann and Kay Williamson.
Tense/Aspect Forms in Mbe by Ayo Bamgbose.
Two Ngwe Folk-tales by Elizabeth Dunstan.
Yala (Ikom) Notes and Pronoun Paradigms by Robert Armstrong.
A Higi Folk-tale by Carl Hoffmann.

The second issue will contain a Word List of Kofyar by Robert Netting, and the third
issue will contain a Songhai Word List by Kay Williamson.

The publication will appear at least twice a year, and the cost is £1 or $3.00 for the first
four issues (post free). Subscriptions should be sent to the Head of the Department of Lin-
guistics and Nigerian Languages, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.

' Mawazo ': a new Journal from Maker ere University College

THE first issue of Mawazo, a new international journal published by the Faculties of Arts
and Social Sciences, Makerere University College, appeared in June 1967, and included the
following articles :

Kenneth Kaunda—African Unity: the Role of the University.
James S. Coleman—The Resurrection of Political Economy.
Raymond Apthorpe—Nsenga Social Ideas.
Ali Mazrui—The English Language and African Nationalism.
Basil Davidson—Thoughts on Nationalism.
Peter Marris—What are Universities for ?
Reginald Green—A Lament for Nigeria.
Goran Hyden—Symbols in the 1965 Tanzania Election.

Mawazo is a Kiswahili word meaning ' reflections', ' meditations', 'thoughts ', and the
journal will publish independent, serious and critical commentary, primarily on topics
relevant to Africa, as well as the results of recent research.

Writings by West Africans

THE Institute of African Studies of Fourah Bay College, University of Sierra Leone, spon-
sored an exhibition of' Writings by West Africans ' jointly with the College Library and
the Fourah Bay College Bookshop in April 1967. The British Council kindly lent its centre
and equipment. The aim was to demonstrate not only the very remarkable increase in
published writings by West Africans but also to encourage members of the public possessing
unpublished manuscripts and rare, out-of-print books to place them on public display.
Over 350 books currently in print were placed on exhibition, with over 500 rare books,
pamphlets, and unpublished manuscripts, including mid-nineteenth-century account books,
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